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The Admissions in Jamia Hamdard in the entire programmes are done by Centralized 

Counselling process in a complete transparent manner purely through online/offline mode 

on the basis of merit of the Candidates in NEET/JEE/CUET/MAT/GPAT/CET/Board 

examinations conducted by the National Testing agency/University/Approved boards. 

It has been noticed that few Agency/ Agents portray themselves as the Admission Agent 

of Jamia Hamdard and assure the Admission in various courses in the University. The 

University has received several complaints in the past also from some candidate and their 

parents that some agents/ touts claiming to be representatives of the University are 

promising them to get admitted in different programmes of University and thereafter 

asking these candidates to transfer money through different App or demanding money in 

cash, These agents/ touts are also sending messages/emails/whatsApp messages to the 

candidates promising Direct Admission in the University. Sometimes these touts/ agents 

fraudulently obtain access to the personal mobile numbers / emails of these Candidates. 

These agents doom the hard earned money of the students and even blackmail them to pay 

extra money though they have got the admission on their own merits. 

Please note information regarding Centralized Counselling is provided by the University 

on the Jamia Hamdard official website. Candidates are advised only to follow the 

instructions as given in the Admission Notices uploaded at Jamia Hamdrad official 

website, i.e. www.jamiahamdard.edu and Online Admission portal 

https://ums.jamiahamdard.ac.in 

The Candidates or the parents are requested to preserve the suitable evidences and share 

with the Registrar Jamia Hamdard (registrar@jamiahamdard.ac.in), in case they are 

approached by any touts or agents claiming to be representative of the University 

promising to get Candidates admitted in the University. The University may file FIR 

against such touts/agents for having obtained the personal details of the Candidates 

through illegal means with the intention to cheat/fraud. 

The candidates/parents are advised to not to respond such phone calls/ massages being 

sent by agents/touts who have fraudulently got access to the telephone no’s/emails of the 

candidates. 

The official contact numbers are 9205774417 and 7042519957 (Monday to Saturday, 8:30 

am to 6:00 pm) 
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